Hearing Aid Compatible Indigo Wireless Phones
If you use hearing aids, be sure to try different hearing aid-compatible phones at an Indigo Wireless store to find the best
one for you. These devices have been tested and rated using established FCC guidelines for Hear Aid Compatibility (HAC).
The HAC ratings, or M-ratings and T-ratings, help you find the phone that’s right for you.

Hearing Aid Compatibility Levels of Functionality
Indigo Wireless offers a variety of HAC phone models to meet the needs of wireless users with hearing disabilities. The
mobile units are presented here by category as follows:
Advanced handsets incorporate new technologies and advanced data speeds, voice, web browsing and e-mail capability,
as well as increased storage, high-resolution display, enhanced camera and video capability, and social media and
download functionality. Feature phones can operate on 3G and 4G networks;
Average handsets offer upgraded voice, web browsing, e-mail, camera and video capability, social media and download
functionality at an intermediate price; and,
Basic handsets provide lower cost voice service with basic texting, web browsing and e-mail capability.
Manufacturer Model

Wi-Fi FCC ID

Rating

Level of Classification

Alcatel

One Touch Idol X

Yes

RAD493

M4, T3 Advanced

CAT

S50

Yes

ZL5S50

M4, T4 Advanced

Motorola

One Zoom

Yes

IHDT56YC1

M4, T4 Advanced

Motorola

G30

Yes

IHDT56ZN1

M3, T3 Advanced

Motorola

Moto G 2nd Generation

Yes

IHDT56QB1

M3, T4 Advanced

Samsung

Rugby 2

No

A3LSGHA847

M3, T4 Average

Samsung

Galaxy A71

Yes

A3LMA716U

M4, T3 Advanced

Samsung

A10E

Yes

A3LSMA102U

M3, T3 Average

Snapfon

EZ4G

Yes

2AW56-EZ4G

M3, T3 Average

Snapfon

ezTwo

No

ZXL-EZTWOB1 M3, T3 Basic

Interference and Telecoils
M-ratings and hearing aid interference
Phones with an M-rating of M3 or M4 meet FCC requirements. They’re less likely to create hearing aid interference than
phones that don’t have this rating. M4 is the better rating. Hearing devices may also be measured to find out if they’re
interference-proof. Your hearing device manufacturer or hearing health professional can help you find the results for
your hearing device. The more interference-proof your hearing aid is, the less likely you are to have interference noise
from wireless phones.

T-ratings and compatibility with telecoils in hearing aids
A telecoil is a small device built into some hearing aids to use with phones and assistive listening devices. Not all hearing
aids have telecoils. Phones with a T-rating of T3 or T4 meet FCC requirements and are more likely to work well for people
who use hearing aids with telecoils. T4 is the better rating.
For more information on Hearing Aid compatible devises follow this link: https://www.gari.info.
FCC Hearing Aid compatibility Rules: https://www.fcc.gov/hearing-aid-compatibility-wireless-telephones
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